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Abstract

Background: Although fecal occult blood test and invasive endoscopic examination are common used to detect colorectal adenomas and

cancers, non-invasive and specific biomarkers are still under investigation. The objective is to evaluate the biomarker CYP1B1 alone or in

combination with aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), nuclear b-catenin, p53 or bcl-2 for early diagnosis and prevention of colorectal cancer.

Methods: These biomarkers were analyzed semi-quantified across 231 colonic tissues including 97 adenocarcinomas, 85 adenomas and 49

non-neoplastic colons using immunohistochemistry. In order to differentiate non-neoplastic colons from colorectal neoplasms (adenoma and

carcinoma), the values for CYP1B1, AhR, nuclear b-catenin, p53 and bcl-2 expressions were subjected to discrimination analysis, then the

cross-validation, sensitivity and specificity of these models were calculated. Results: Expressions of CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-

2 were significantly associated with colorectal carcinogenesis (p < 0.01 for the trend test). The overexpression rates for CYP1B1, p53, nuclear

b-catenin and bcl-2 were significantly higher in the adenoma and carcinoma groups than in the non-neoplastic colon group (p < 0.05). The

discrimination models showed that a combination of two biomarkers was better than a single biomarker, and provided specificity ranging from

39% to 100% and sensitivity ranging from 43% to 82% for colorectal carcinoma. Conclusions: The increase in expression of CYP1B1

occurred not only in colorectal carcinoma and but also in adenoma. Moreover, a screening panel of CYP1B1 in combination with nuclear b-

catenin was the most suitable marker pair to screen for colorectal carcinoma based on this study.
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1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common cancers in

developed countries [1]. The development of colorectal

cancer is regarded as an ‘‘adenoma-carcinoma’’ sequence

[2,3]. Therefore, colorectal cancer is preventable when this

sequence is interrupted at the preneoplastic or adenomatous

stage. Indeed, Winawer et al. [4] reported that endoscopic
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removal of colorectal adenomas reduced the incidence of

colorectal cancer by 76–90%. Although colorectal adeno-

mas may be asymptomatic, many of them were found

during anemia evaluation or occult bleeding. Thus, some

screening programs have been designed with the aim of

detecting asymptomatic adenomas before they progress to

carcinomas.

Current screening methods for detecting colorectal

adenoma or cancer include fecal occult blood tests and a

flexible sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy [4,5]. Fecal occult

blood (FOB) tests are the only effective, non-invasive
ished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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screening method. However, these tests are used to detect

bleeding arising from a range of gastrointestinal diseases

and are not specific to the diagnosis of colorectal neoplasms.

Therefore, patients with intestinal occult bleeding are

subsequently examined by a sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy,

which is used to excise adenomas or to diagnose early-stage

cancers. However, this endoscopic procedure is invasive and

uncomfortable for patients. Furthermore, the cost of an

endoscopic examination is too expensive for large-scale

screening, and patient compliance with this procedure is low

[6]. Thus, non-invasive and specific biomarkers for the early

detection and prevention of colorectal neoplasms are still

under investigation.

Several molecular biomarkers have been identified for the

different stages of colorectal carcinogenesis, including the

b-catenin, bcl-2 and p53 gene mutations [7–9]. Mutational

inactivation of b-catenin, involving the initiation stage of

colorectal carcinogenesis, leads to abnormal accumulation

of cytoplasmic b-catenin, which translocates into the

nucleus, where b-catenin triggers T cell factor (Tcf)-

mediated gene expression [8]. The Bcl-2 oncogene is related

to the inhibition of apoptosis. It has been suggested that

during colorectal carcinogenesis the bcl-2 protein plays a

role at an early stage because of bcl-2 overexpression in

colorectal adenomas [7,10]. It is well known that p53 gene is

commonly inactivated during tumor progression. Mutated

p53 gene product loses its normal functions and inactivates

the regulatory machinery for p21WAF1/CIP1 expression,

leading to cell proliferation [9]. In contrast to b-catenin and

bcl-2, p53 gene mutations are frequently found in colorectal

carcinomas [11]. Therefore, p53 is considered to be involved

in the late stages of colorectal carcinogenesis.

Several studies have shown an association between

cytochrome P450 (CYP) polymorphisms and the risk of

colorectal cancers [12]. CYP families are important

enzymes for drug metabolism [13]. Recently, some studies

have demonstrated that expression or activity of certain CYP

enzymes is higher in tumor tissues than in adjacent normal

tissues [14,15]. The activation of certain prodrugs by CYP

enzymes preferentially occurs in specific tumors but not in

normal tissues [16–18]. CYP-directed prodrugs have

become a new concept not only to improve the effectiveness

of anticancer treatment but also to reduce anticancer drug-

induced side effects. Cytochrome P450 1B1 (CYP1B1) is a

major member of extrahepatic xenobiotic-metabolizing

CYP enzymes. CYP1B1 has been shown to activate several

human promutagens and procarcinogens via an aryl

hydrocarbon receptor-aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear

translocator (AhR-ARNT) pathway [19,20]. Several studies

have demonstrated that CYP1B1 is overexpressed in

malignant cells including kidney, breast, brain and lung,

but is only expressed to a limited extent in corresponding

normal cells [14,21,22]. The differential expression of

CYP1B1 between cancer and normal cells provides a

potential chemopreventive property for the development of

CYP1B1-based prodrugs. Furthermore, several clinical
trials have been done on CYP1B1-based anticancer therapy.

Recently, Gibson et al. [23] showed that CYP1B1 is also

overexpressed in colorectal adenocarcinomas relative to

normal colon. This implies that CYP1B1-activated or

targeted anticancer drugs may be useful for treatment of

colorectal cancer.

Although colorectal cancer-related gene alterations have

been extensively investigated to study the molecular

mechanisms of colorectal carcinogenesis, few researchers

have described the applications of these biomarkers to early

diagnosis and prevention of colorectal cancer. Since

colorectal cancer can be prevented if adenoma is diagnosed

and removed, adenoma biomarkers are most applicable for

early diagnosis or prevention in colorectal cancer. Our

present study examined the expression of CYP1B1 as well as

other cancer-related genes in normal colon, adenoma and

adenocarcinoma specimens using immunohistochemistry.

Using a diagnostic discrimination model, we evaluated the

possibility of combining two biomarkers for early diagnosis

and prevention of the development of colorectal cancer.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Two hundred and thirty-one colonic tissues were

collected from the Department of Pathology, Chung Shan

Medical University Hospital, Taiwan, between 1999 and

2001. Chung Shan Institutional Review Board approved this

study protocol with informed consents from all patients.

These specimens were obtained by hemicolectomy, colono-

scopic polypectomy and hemorrhoidectomy. After formalin

fixation, paraffin embedding and routine staining with

hematoxylin and eosin, their morphology and grading were

diagnosed according to the World Health Organization

Classification [24], including 97 colorectal adenocarcino-

mas (ADC), 53 adenomas with low-grade dysplasia

(ADLG), 32 adenomas with high-grade dysplasia (ADHG)

and 49 non-neoplastic colons (NC). Clinical variables were

also collected from the subjects’ medical records and these

consisted of age, gender, smoking status and cancer staging.

Smoking status was divided into smoker and non-smoker. A

non-smoker was defined as a subject who had never smoked.

The staging was defined according to Dukes’ classification

[25]. The 49 NC specimens from subjects with internal

hemorrhoids and formed a non-neoplastic control group.

2.2. Immunohistochemistry

Tissue sections (4–5 mm thick) were cut and mounted on

Silane-coated microscope slides (DakoCytomation, Den-

mark). Sections were deparaffinized in xylene and

rehydrated through graded ethanol to distilled water. For

antigen detection, sections were microwaved in citrate

buffer (pH 6) for 20–30 min. These sections were cooled for
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20 min at room temperature and washed with distilled water.

To block endogenous peroxidase activity, sections were then

incubated with 3% hydrogen peroxidase in distilled water

for 20 min. In this study, the biomarker antibodies included

anti-AhR (1:90 dilution, Biomol, Plymouth Meeting), anti-

CYP 1B1 (1:1500 dilution, cloneWB-1B1, Gentest), anti-b-

catenin (1:600 dilution, clone 14, BD transduction

laboratory), anti-p53 (1:100 dilution, clone DO-7, Novocas-

tra) and anti-bcl-2 (1:50 dilution, clone bcl-2/100/D5,

Novocastra). After incubation with the primary antibodies

overnight at 4 8C in a moist chamber, an immunoenzymatic

reaction was carried out using an avidin-biotinylated

horseradish peroxidase complex (Universal LSAB2 kit,

DakoCytomation). Finally, the brown color was developed

with 30-30-diaminobenzidine as the chromogen substrate

(DakoCytomation), and Gill’s hematoxylin was used for

nuclear counterstaining.

2.3. Quantification of aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)

expression

AhR immunoreactivity revealed a cytoplasmic staining in

normal and tumor cells. The basal cells of hyperplastic

prostatic glands have been known as AhR-rich cells [26], so

hyperplastic prostatic glands were used as positive con-

trols. The immunointensities of control prostate and the

studied colonic tissues were all quantified using the Image
Fig. 1. Microphotographs of CYP1B1 and b-catenin immunohistochemistry in c

overexpressed CYP1B1 protein in a granular cytoplasmic pattern. (B) Non-neo

adenocarcinoma (see (A)). Arrow indicates a constitutive expression of CYP1B1 i

b-catenin were both noted in the colon adenocarcinoma. (D) Distinct membran

represents 25 mm.
Pro Plus 3.0 image analysis program (Media Cybernetic,

Inc., Silver Spring, MD). The mean digital density of the

control prostates was 56.5 � 26.6 (mean � standard devia-

tion). Mean plus one standard deviation was 83.1 and this

was defined as the gate value for the AhR digital density. The

colonic tissues under study showing a digital density of more

than 83.1 were scored as overexpressers and positives.

Colonic tissues showing a digital intensity of less than or

equal to 83.1 were scored as low-expressers and negatives.

The rate of AhR overexpression was then calculated.

2.4. Scoring expressions of CYP 1B1, b-catenin,

p53 and bcl-2

Immunohistochemically, CYP1B1 (Fig. 1A and B) and

bcl-2 showed granular cytoplasmic staining. In addition, b-

catenin (Fig. 1B and C) and p53 were investigated for

nuclear expression. Overexpressers were defined as those

showing greater than 20% stained cells with positive

immunoreactivities and this measure was used for CYP1B1,

b-catenin, p53 and bcl-2, because the intensity of expression

of these genes was stronger than adjacent stroma. The rates

of overexpression were evaluated. All slides were reviewed

by three observers (H. Chang, C.H. Tsai and L.C. Liu)

individually. If a great discrepancy was found, they read

these slides using a multi-headed microscope (Olympus) in

order to obtain a consistent result. Negative controls were
olorectal adenocarcinoma and non-neoplastic colon. (A) Adenocarcinoma

plastic colon epithelial cells were CYP1B1-negative in comparison with

n muscularis mucosa. (C) Increased cytoplasmic and nuclear expressions of

e staining of b-catenin was shown in non-neoplastic epithelial cells. Bar
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Table 1

Characteristics of studied subjects

Variables Adenocarcinomas Adenomas Non-neoplastic

colons

Total numbers 97 85 49

Age, mean

(range, years)

64.5

(28–98)

57.3

(27–87)

50.3

(24–80)

Gender

Male 45 40 27

Female 52 45 22

Smoking statusa

Smoker 32 11 1

Non-smoker 61 41 10

Dysplasia

Low-grade dysplasia 53

High-grade dysplasia 32

Duke’s stage

A 16

B 42

C/D 39

Differentiation

Well 20

Moderate 51

Poor 26
performed using normal rabbit or mouse serum instead of

the primary antibodies (data not shown).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Student’s t-test was used for the analysis of variance

between the studied groups to compare AhR digital intensity.

Trends for these overexpression rates of biomarkers in

multistep carcinogenesis of the colorectum were determined

by Chi-square for linear trend tests (Epi Inf 2000 software

statistical package). Fisher’s exact test was used for the

difference in biomarker overexpression between groups. In

order to differentiate non-neoplastic colons from colorectal

neoplasms, including adenomas and carcinomas, the values

for AhR, CYP1B1, b-catenin, p53 and bcl-2 expression were

subjected to discrimination analysis to assess their signifi-

cance by multiple statistical indices in order to create various

discriminationmodels. Themodels were then used to recheck

the studied subjects. The cross-validation, sensitivity and

specificity of these models were calculated (SPSS 8.0

software statistical package). Statistical significance was

considered to occur with a value of p < 0.05.

Depth of invasion

Mucosa 6

Muscularis propria 10

Subserosa 81

Lymph node metastasis

Absent 58

Present 39

a Four missing cases in adenocarcinoma group, 33 missing cases in

adenoma group and 38 missing cases in non-neoplastic colon group.
3. Results

A total of 112 males and 119 females were recruited for

this study (Table 1). According to the histopathological

changes, the patients were divided into three groups: NC,

AD and ADC. The AD group included 53 tubular adenomas,

23 tubulovillous adenomas and 9 villous adenomas. Most

adenomas (68%) were smaller than 1 cm. The ADC group

was the oldest, followed by the AD group and the NC group

was the youngest. More than 50% of the patients were

females in the ADC and AD groups, while the NC group,

which had more males (Table 1). The majority of patients in

all three groups were non-smokers, although smoking

information was not available for some patients. In the ADC

group, more than 50% of the patients were at the early stage

without lymph node metastasis (Table 1).
Table 2

Overexpression of AhR, CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2 in multistag

Total Numbers of biomarkers (%)

AhR CYP1B1a

NC 49 15 (31) 16 (32)

ADLG 53 16 (30) 21 (65)

ADHG 32 6 (19) 24 (75)b,c

ADC 97 19 (20) 55 (57)b,c

NM, non-neoplastic colon; ADLG, adenoma with low-grade dysplasia; ADHG,
a Statistically significant for linear trend test, p < 0.05.
b Compared with NM, p < 0.05.
c Compared with ADLG, p < 0.05.
d Compared with ADHG, p < 0.05.
3.1. Expression of biomarkers in non-neoplastic colons

The overexpression frequencies for the five biomarkers,

AhR, CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2, in the

studied subjects are summarized in Table 2. In the NC group,

31% and 32% of them overexpressed AhR and CYP1B1.

Almost all NC specimens were p53 negative. b-Catenin

immunostaining showed diffuse staining on the membrane

of normal epithelial cells without nuclear staining, which
e carcinogenesis of colorectal cancer

P53a b-Catenina Bcl-2

1 (2) 0 (0) 31 (63)

4 (8) 11 (21)b 31 (58)

3 (9) 11 (34)b 27 (84)c

42 (43)b,c,d 56 (58)b,c,d 25 (26)b,c,d

adenoma with high-grade dysplasia; ADC, adenocarcinoma.
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Table 3

Sensitivity and specificity of single biomarker for colorectal neoplasms

Biomarkers Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

CYP1B1 86 28

P53 98 26

b-Catenin 100 32

Bcl-2 73 24

Sensitivity = the probability that overexpression was present given that the

examined case showed the neoplasm. Specificity = the probability that

overexpression was not present given the examined case did not show

the neoplasm.
was defined as negative. In contrast, more than 60% of non-

neoplastic epithelia expressed bcl-2 in the basal cells of the

colorectal crypts.

3.2. Overexpression of biomarkers in adenomas

According to the severity of dysplasia, the AD group was

further divided into low-grade (ADLG) and high-grade

(ADHG) groups. Compared to the NC group (Table 2), the

frequency of AhR overexpression was similar in the ADLG

group, and slightly decreased in the ADHG group, although

the difference between the NC and ADLG or ADHG groups

was not statistically significant. The frequencies of CYP1B1

overexpression increased and peaked significantly in the

ADHG group ( p < 0.05). P53 expression was uncommon

(8–9%) in both adenoma groups. Nuclear b-catenin

expression clearly started in the ADLG group ( p < 0.05).

Bcl-2 overexpression was more common in the ADHG

group than in ADLG group ( p < 0.05). Similar to CYP1B1

overexpression, the peak (84%) occurred in the ADHG

group. In summary, CYP1B1, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2

overexpression was more common in the adenoma groups

than in the NC group ( p < 0.05). These results suggest that

CYP1B1, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2 may be involved in

the early stages of colorectal carcinogenesis. As adenoma

groups were stratified by histopathology or size of

adenomas, overexpression of nuclear b-catenin was more

prevalent in tubular adenomas and adenomas smaller than

1 cm ( p < 0.05, data not shown). These associations were

not demonstrated in other markers (data not shown).

3.3. Overexpression of biomarkers in adenocarcinomas

The frequency of AhR overexpression in the ADC group

was similar to that of the ADHG group (Table 2). CYP1B1

overexpression in the ADC group was slightly less common

than in both adenoma groups, but significantly more

common than in the NC group ( p < 0.05). The frequencies
Table 4

Diagnostic discrimination models of two biomarkers for colorectal neoplasms

Combined biomarkers Discrimination modelsa

CYP1B1 + p53 Y(1) = �7.431 + 5.357XCYP1B1 + 6.243Xp53

Y(2) = �10.469 + 6.251XCYP1B1 + 7.773Xp53

CYP1B1 + b-catenin Y(1) = �6.735 + 5.339XCYP1B1 + 5.001Xb-catenin

Y(2) = �10.632 + 6.208XCYP1B1 + 7.181Xb-catenin

CYP1B1 + Bcl-2 Y(1) = �8.692 + 4.658XCYP1B1 + 6.014Xbcl-2

Y(2) = �8.857 + 5.167XCYP1B1 + 5.682Xbcl-2

p53 + b-catenin Y(1) = �5.456 + 5.360Xp53 + 4.056Xb-catenin

Y(2) = �9.085 + 6.423Xp53 + 6.043Xb-catenin

p53 + Bcl-2 Y(1) = �11.689 + 8.555Xp53 + 8.123Xbcl-2

Y(2) = �12.602 + 9.978Xp53 + 7.659Xbcl-2

b-Catenin + Bcl-2 Y(1) = �9.791 + 7.336Xbcl-2 + 6.219Xb-catenin

Y(2) = �10.632 + 6.869Xbcl-2 + 8.352Xb-catenin

a By Fisher’s discriminant analysis: Y(1) for non-neoplastic group, Y(2) for n
of p53 and nuclear b-catenin expression both sequentially

increased in the order NC, ADLG, ADHG and ADC. The

overexpression of p53 increased markedly in the ADC group

(43%). Most of the ADC specimens showed a loss of bcl-2

protein. CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2

expression frequencies were significantly associated with

the various stages of colorectal carcinogenesis ( p < 0.01 for

trend test), but AhR expression was not associated with the

development of colorectal cancer.

3.4. Diagnostic discrimination models

The specificity and sensitivity of these biomarkers,

except AhR, were calculated to evaluate their applicability

to the early diagnosis of colorectal cancer. Each biomarker

showed high sensitivity (73–100%), but very low specificity

(24–32%) (Table 3). Therefore, biomarkers were randomly

combined to improve their sensitivity and specificity, which

was evaluated using a discrimination model. CYP1B1,

nuclear b-catenin, p53 and Bcl-2 were accepted into this

analysis. The discrimination models, which combined two

biomarkers showed better cross-validated rates (Table 4)

than those that combined three or four biomarkers, where the

cross-validated rates were around 50% (data not shown).

The combination of CYP1B1 and nuclear b-catenin

biomarkers showed a 72% cross-validation rate, a 67%
Cross-validation (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

66 66 65

72 74 67

73 82 39

63 53 98

62 62 63

55 43 100

eoplastic group, Xi for individual overexpresser.
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concordance rate for the non-neoplastic group (specificity)

and 74% for the neoplastic groups (sensitivity) (Table 4).

Thus, the combination of CYP1B1 and nuclear b-catenin

biomarkers might be suitable for the early diagnosis of

colorectal cancers.
4. Discussion

This study evaluated if CYP1B1 alone or in combination

with other biomarkers was suitable for early detection of

colorectal adenoma and prevention of colorectal carcinoma.

Our results demonstrated that CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-

catenin and bcl-2 expressions were significantly associated

with colorectal carcinogenesis ( p < 0.01 for trend test). The

overexpression rates for CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin

and bcl-2 were significantly higher in the adenoma and

carcinoma groups than in the non-neoplastic colon group

( p < 0.05). Our data supported earlier research that over-

expression of p53 and bcl-2, as well as the accumulation of

nuclear b-catenin occurs in colorectal adenomas and

carcinomas [7,27,28]. The differential immunohistochem-

ical expressions of CYP1B1, p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-

2 might be potential biomarkers for screening colorectal

adenoma and carcinoma. Using single biomarkers for

screening colorectal neoplasm, it was found that CYP1B1,

p53, nuclear b-catenin and bcl-2 showed high sensitivity

(73–100%) but low specificity (24–32%). The combination

of two biomarkers was able to improve the specificity (from

30% to 70%) but decreased the sensitivity (from 90% to

70%) using discrimination analysis. The discrimination

functions that were established were used to calculate cross-

validation rates ranging from 55% to 73%. Among these

combinations, the combination of CYP1B1 and nuclear

b-catenin was the best and most appropriate.

Discrimination analysis is used to explore the choice of

variables among many and identify those that are most

useful for discriminating between groups, and to build

functions for identifying new cases among groups [29–31].

Cross-validation provides the frequency of correct classi-

fication using the discrimination functions. Recently, Wen

et al. [32] used discrimination analysis to select biomarkers

for the diagnosis of colorectal cancer. Compared to

sensitivity and specificity, which are used conventionally

to evaluate the effectiveness of a screening test, the

discrimination analysis is more informative. In our present

study, the value calculated was cross-validation rate, which

acts as a predicator for differentiating colorectal neoplasms

from normal colon.

CYP1B1 has been reported to overexpress in colorectal

carcinoma [14,23,33]. In our present study, we also

demonstrated that CYP1B1 overexpression occurs not only

in carcinoma but also in adenoma. This new finding supports

a recent idea that CYP1B1-directed anticancer prodrugs

might be used for cancer chemoprevention [16–18].

Resveratrol is a well-known example. Resveratrol has been
reported to possess an antiproliferative effect against

colorectal cancer [34]. Later, it was found that CYP1B1

metabolizes resveratrol into two major metabolites, that is,

piceatannol and 3,4,5,40-tetrahydroxystilbene. 3,4,5,40-Tet-
rahydroxystilbene could up-regulate Bax in transformed

cells resulting in apoptosis, but not in their normal

counterparts [35,36]. Thus, CYP1B1 may bioactivate

resveratrol, which demonstrates anticancer properties. Our

present results suggest that CYP1B1-directed anticancer

agents may be used to prevent the transition of CYP1B1-

overexpressed colorectal adenoma into carcinoma.

Until now, FOB tests are the most common screening test

for colorectal cancer, although FOB tests show only

moderate sensitivity (37–79%), but high specificity (90%)

for the detection of adenoma and carcinomas [5]. DNA

mutations associated with colorectal carcinogenesis are

potentially valuable as indicators for both colorectal

adenoma and carcinoma [37,38]. However, in comparison

with FOB and the stool DNA mutation tests, measuring the

CYP1B1 expression is more informative. CYP1B1 over-

expression could not only be used as a biomarker for early

diagnosis, but could also be used to suggest a choice of

CYP1B1-based chemoprevention. Quantitative real-time

RT-PCR assay of CYP1B1 mRNA have been performed in

human airway epithelial cells and blood cells [39,40].

Therefore, further investigation is needed to evaluate the

possibility of quantifying stool CYP1B1 mRNA as a screen

for colorectal adenoma.

Although nuclear b-catenin in combination with

CYP1B1 expression may be an appropriate biomarker

panel, the localization of b-catenin cannot be determined in

the stool or the blood. It has been shown that b-catenin is

constitutively expresses in the membrane of normal and

neoplastic colonic epithelia. During colorectal carcinogen-

esis b-catenin is activated via nuclear translocation.

Therefore, nuclear b-catenin is not reflected by total b-

catenin expression in the stool exofoliated enterocytes.

Studies have been demonstrated that nuclear b-catenin

triggers the expression of several gene, including c-myc,

cyclin D1, gastrin, cyclooxygenase (COX)-2, matrix

metalloproteinase-7 and P-glycoprotein [8]. Therefore, the

detection of COX-2 gene expression in the stool may be a

better approach to the representation of nuclear b-catenin.

Recently, a small clinical trial by Kanaoka et al. [41] showed

that COX-2 mRNA levels in stool was detectable in 90% of

subjects with colorectal cancers, but never in non-neoplastic

subjects. Similar to CYP1B1, a COX-2 inhibitor, rofecoxib,

has been developed as a cancer chemopreventive agent [42].

Rofecoxib significantly reduced the numbers and sizes of

colorectal adenomas compared to the placebo controls

during a 9-month treatment period [43]. Thus, the

combination of stool CYP1B1 and COX-2 (instead of

nuclear b-catenin) mRNA may be used potentially to screen

for colorectal adenoma and carcinoma.

In our investigation, the overexpression rate for AhR

showed no significant difference between non-neoplastic
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colon and colorectal neoplasms. This result suggests that

AhR overexpression may be not involved in development

of colorectal carcinoma. Although some studies showed

that AhR activation up-regulates CYP1B1 expression

[20,44,45], we observed no association between AhR and

CYP1B1 expression in non-neoplastic colon or colorectal

neoplasms. A possible explanation for this result is that

CYP1B1 expression is increased via an AhR-independent

mechanism [44,46,47]. Another possibility is that endogen-

ous AhR ligands are increased in colorectal neoplasms,

leading to subsequent up-regulation of CYP1B1. Therefore,

more studies are needed to elucidate the up-regulation

mechanism of CYP1B1 in colorectal cancers.

In summary, our data showed that CYP1B1, p53, nuclear

b-catenin and bcl-2 expression was significantly associated

with colorectal carcinogenesis. Among these biomarkers,

the combination of CYP1B1 and nuclear b-catenin was the

most appropriate for early diagnosis and prevention of

colorectal cancer.
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